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Abstract: The lifespan of journal bearings is directly related to the operating conditions they have to
face and reducing their maintenance intervals allows one to have a clear idea about their performance
when issues occur. The presence of scratches on one of its surfaces degrades the performance of a
journal bearing. These effects have already been assessed in experiments; however, numerical studies
on this subject are still scarce. This work develops a numerical thermohydrodynamic (THD) program
using the finite volume method to simulate the effects of scratches on the performance of journal
bearings. To test the validity of the program, the numerical results are compared with the scientific
literature and with experimental measurements conducted using the Pprime Institute journal bearing
test rig. Some minor discrepancies are observed, but the overall results are in good agreement.

Keywords: surface scratches; journal bearing; thermohydrodynamic simulations; experiments

1. Introduction

Hydrodynamic journal bearings are important machine elements and one of the most
common types of hydrodynamic bearings, mainly used to support high-speed rotating
machinery, including turbines and compressors, pumps and motors, etc., because of their
very long lifetime, high load-carrying capacity, and efficiency. Well-designed journal
bearings can operate efficiently for years with minimum maintenance. However, when
suffering damages or failures, the consequences can be catastrophic and lead to the damage
of the machine or the interruption of plant operations.

After some time of operation, especially in severe conditions, hydrodynamic bearings
are often degraded because of the presence of damage such as the loss of babbitt material,
babbitt surface displacement and supporting structure degradation. This causes a loss of
load capacity, significantly reducing the oil film thickness because of the decrease in the
active surface area. The loss of babbitt material can be categorized using several types
and names, such as bulk loss, wear, and scratches, based on the location and volume of
the loss [1]. A scratch is a major type of surface damage in babbitted industrial bearings.
A scratch has a narrow cross-section but a significant length; scratches can be shallow or
deep [1]. Scratches can appear on the babbitted surface of the bush as well as on the rotating
surface and as shown in [1], they result in a similar effect on the hydrodynamic film.

Scratches on journal bearings are a common issue observed during maintenance oper-
ations by users of steam turbines, pumps, motors, etc. Scratches on shafts are often caused
by the presence of debris within the lubricating oil that is trapped in the babbitt. Scratches
degrade the performance of journal bearings, but their effects were neglected for a long
time. One of the earliest studies on this subject was in 2012, when Dobrica and Fillon [2]
conducted a numerical study on performance degradation in scratched journal bearings.
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They performed a parametric study, using a hydrodynamic numerical model with global
thermal effects, to simulate scratched journal bearings. They evaluated several scratch
parameters (depth, extent, density, etc.) and concluded that the bearing performance is
poorer in the presence of a scratch. They also highlighted that the scratch depth appears
to be the most influential parameter affecting the bearing performance, especially if the
depth is greater than the bearing clearance. In 2016, Giraudeau et al. [3] carried out experi-
mental measurements of local parameters such as pressure and temperature, and global
parameters such as friction torque and flow rate, for a two-lobe journal bearing with one
scratch. They showed that the scratch depth influences pressure and temperature, but
also that the effects depend on the operating conditions (imposed load and speed). In
2018, Bouyer et al. [4] compared thermoelastohydrodynamic (TEHD) simulation results
with the experimental results in Giraudeau et al.’s study. This TEHD model made a sim-
plification for the scratch geometry by adding the scratch depth value to the lubricant
film thickness instead of meshing the real geometry of the lubricant film domain. In 2020,
Bouyer et al. [5] updated their work, and carried out experiments for multiple scratches
on a journal bearing (two and sixteen scratches machined on the surface of the journal);
they concluded that scratches induce a strong modification of the pressure field, increase
both the maximum pressure and the maximum temperature, and significantly reduce the
load-carrying capacity of the bearing.

Experimental measurements to assess scratched journal bearings are available; how-
ever, to our knowledge, there is as yet no valid thermohydrodynamic (THD) numerical
model that is able to simulate scratched journal bearings by considering the real scratch
geometry. Therefore, this study aims to develop a THD numerical program to simulate
journal bearings which have one or more scratches with a fully known scratch geometry.

The first part of this paper presents the theoretical and numerical models. The second
part compares the simulation results, first with the scientific literature and secondly with
experimental data for several types of journal bearing. The studied configurations are one
plain journal bearing without a scratch, one two-lobe journal bearing without a scratch,
and one preloaded two-lobe journal bearing with scratches (one and two scratches). The
last part presents our conclusions and further perspectives.

2. Theoretical Analysis and Numerical Modeling
2.1. Basic Equations

The generalized Reynolds differential equation derived from the Navier–Stokes equa-
tion for calculating the pressure distribution in the fluid film of journal bearings, with
the assumption of Newtonian, incompressible flow in steady state operation, is given
as follows:

∂

∂x

(
G

∂p
∂x

)
+

∂

∂z

(
G

∂p
∂z

)
= ρU
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 h∫
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dy− J1

2(x, z)
J0(x, z)


where p is the fluid pressure, U is the rotational speed of the journal, ρ is the fluid viscosity,
and h is the fluid film thickness.
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In the film rupture zone, where cavitation can occur, this study uses the cavitation
model proposed by Bonneau et al. [6]. In their model, they assume that the lubricant in the
film rupture zone comprises a portion of fluid and a portion of gas; the fluid film thickness
h is then divided into a fluid portion r (named as the filling) plus a gas portion (h-r). The
mass conservation equation is solved in this film rupture zone. The energy equation allows
us to determine the oil film temperature as:

ρCp

(
u

∂T
∂x

+ v
∂T
∂y

+ w
∂T
∂z

)
= K

∂2T
∂y2 + µ

[(
∂u
∂y

)2
+

(
∂w
∂y

)2
]

(2)

where T is the oil film temperature, K is the thermal conductivity of the oil, and u, v, and w
are the fluid velocity components in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.

The heat conduction equation for calculating the temperature of the bush is pre-
sented below:

∂2Tb
∂rb

2 +
1
rb

∂Tb
∂rb

2 +
1

rb
2

∂2Tb
∂θb

2 +
∂2Tb
∂z2 = 0 (3)

where Tb is the bush temperature, rb is the bush radius coordinate, and θb is the bush
angular coordinate.

2.2. Boundary Conditions

The pressure boundary conditions are the following: at the leading and trailing edges
of the bearing, the pressure equals the oil supply pressure; at both bearing sides, the
pressure is equal to the ambient pressure Pamb. This ambient pressure is also taken as the
reference pressure. 

p|x=xin = psup
p|x=xout = psup
p|z=0, L = pamb

(4)

The thermal boundary conditions depend on the bearing zone that is being considered:

• For the inlet temperature at the leading sections of each lobe:

Ti
in = αi

(
Qi−1

out
Qi

in

)
Ti−1

out +

(
Q0

Qi
in

)
Tsup (5)

where Qi
in, Ti

in are the entering flow rate and entering temperature of lobe (i); Qi−1
out ,

Ti−1
out are the recirculating flow rate and recirculating temperature of lobe (i-1), re-

spectively; and Q0 is the supplied flow rate. The fluid exiting at the outlet of lobe
(i-1) is circulated to the lobe (i) with αi, the recirculating coefficient of lobe (i), which
represents a percentage of the recirculated hot oil; and Tsup is the temperature of the
freshly supplied oil. The value of α depends on several factors and is outside the scope
of this work. However, a few factors can be listed—the operating conditions, and the
energy balance model in the groove. Under certain operating conditions, the flow rate
at which hot oil exits from the previous lobe is greater than the entering flow rate of
the current lobe, so there is no fresh oil supplied and the value of α is 1; otherwise, it
is less than 1. The value of α also depends on the energy balance model in the groove.
For example, several studies have considered backflow, reverse flow, or negative flow
rate phenomena in their models (e.g., [7,8]), while others have simplified the model by
neglecting these. In these circumstances, there are different choices for the value of α.
In general, for journal bearings the value usually varies from 0.5 to 1 and the values
may be different for each lobe.
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• At the fluid/bush interfaces, the temperature is given by the heat flux
continuity condition:

K f
∂T
∂y

∣∣∣y=h = −Kb
∂Tb
∂rb

∣∣∣rb=rb,inner (6)

where K f is the thermal conductivity of the fluid and Kb is the thermal conductivity of
the bush.

• At the fluid/journal interface, the temperature of the journal surface can be either
imposed or calculated; if it is calculated, then, due to the shaft rotation, it is considered
to vary only in the axial direction, and so, for each transverse section, the following
relationship applies:

NL

∑
i=1

xi
out∫

xi
in

∂T
∂y
∣∣y=0 dx = 0 (7)

where NL is the number of lobes of the bearing.
• At the outer surface of the bushing, a free convection hypothesis is applied:

Kb
∂Tb
∂rb

∣∣∣rb=rb,outer = −Hbext

(
Tb

∣∣∣rb=rb,outer
− Tamb

)
(8)

where Hbext is the convection heat transfer coefficient of the bush to the outside medium.
• Heat exchange conditions at the interfaces of the bush and groove zones are taken

into account by the following equations:

Kb
∂Tb
∂x
|x=xin = Hbgroove

(
Tb

∣∣∣x=xin
− Tgroove

)
(9)

Kb
∂Tb
∂x
|x=xout = −Hbgroove

(
Tb

∣∣∣x=xout
− Tgroove

)
(10)

where Hbgroove is the convection heat transfer coefficient of the bush to the fluid.

2.3. Numerical Procedure

The equations in Section 2.1 are written in a discretized form using the finite volume
method and solved iteratively by the vectorized Stone’s strongly implicit procedure [9].
The programming language used is Fortran; Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the THD
numerical program. The convergence criteria are chosen as follows: convergence on the
pressure and temperature fields is obtained when the maximum relative difference is less
than 10−6 or 10−5, respectively; and convergence of the numerical process is achieved
when the relative errors on the load are less than 10−5 on the magnitude and less than 10−4

on the attitude angle.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the THD numerical program.

3. Validation with Scientific Literature

To validate the numerical program, comparisons with the scientific literature are
performed. In this study, comparisons with the study of Boncompain et al. [10] for a
plain journal bearing and the study of Lund et al. [11] for a two-lobe journal bearing are
performed. These bearings have no preload and no scratches. These simple configurations
are chosen because of their simplicity. In addition, these simple tests may be useful as
initial steps before simulating more, possibly complex, configurations with preloaded and
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scratched journal bearings where the oil film geometry is more complex. Our simulations
are performed using our THD model, with a recirculating coefficient α = 0.85. The operating
conditions and the geometrical characteristics of the bearings can be found in the relevant
authors’ articles.

3.1. Comparison with Boncompain et al.’s Numerical and Experimental Results

Figure 2 shows comparisons of the fluid pressure and temperature in the mid-plane
of the inner bush surface with the results obtained by Boncompain et al. (both their THD
simulation and their experimental results). While the THD model of the Boncompain et al.
uses the finite difference method, our THD model uses the finite volume method. Input
parameters and other assumptions are kept the same. The results show a good agreement
between the two THD simulations for pressure. The discrepancy in the pressure gradient
is tiny, and the maximum pressures are almost the same (only a minor difference in the
locations of the maximum pressures can be observed). For the temperature profiles, the
discrepancies are greater, the difference in the full oil film being about 2 K and in the cavita-
tion zone about 5 K. Our simulation results are lower than those of Boncompain et al., who
explained the minor discrepancy in the ruptured film zone by the fact that the deformations
were not taken into account. It can be noted that our simulation is much closer to the
experimental data in the rupture zone, and that the differences in the active zone are less
than 1 K. Overall, the results obtained are satisfying in terms of tendency and accuracy for
both pressure and temperature.
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Figure 2. Comparisons between our simulations and Boncompain et al.’s results for a journal bearing with an eccentricity
ratio of 0.8 and a rotational speed of 2000 rpm for (a) pressure and (b) temperature in the bearing mid-plane.

3.2. Comparison with Lund et al.’s Numerical and Experimental Results

Figure 3 shows comparisons of the fluid pressures in the mid-plane of the internal
bush surface with the results obtained by Lund et al. (both their THD simulation and their
experimental results), with an applied load of 8600 N and a rotational speed of 3500 rpm.
The results show very good agreement between the THD simulations. The simulation
results show minor discrepancies when compared to the experimental data, and again
this is certainly because the thermal deformations of the solid surrounding parts were not
considered in these models.
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Figure 3. Comparisons of pressure profiles in the bearing mid-plane between our numerical results
and Lund et al.’s results, for a two-lobe journal bearing with an applied load of 8600 N and a rotational
speed of 3500 rpm.

Figure 4 compares the temperature profiles at the film/bush interface in the bearing
mid-plane, with an applied load of 5600 N and a rotational speed of 3500 rpm. The re-
sults also show good agreement between the simulations in the full-film zone, but larger
discrepancies in the film rupture zone. When compared to the experimental data, large
discrepancies are observed in the cavitation zone for all the simulations. Our simulation
results in the film rupture zone lie between Lund et al.’s simulation results and the experi-
mental data, and are a little closer to the experimental results than are Lund et al.’s results.
In general, our simulation results are in good agreement with Lund et al.’s simulations and
the experimental data.
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Figure 4. Comparisons of the film/bush interface temperatures in the bearing mid-plane between
our numerical results and Lund et al.’s results, for a two-lobe journal bearing with an applied load of
5600 N and a rotational speed of 3500 rpm.
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4. Comparison with Experimental Data
4.1. Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out using the journal bearing test rig at the Pprime
Institute presented in [5]. This test rig has been used successfully for numerous experiments
for journal bearings over the past forty years. The maximum rotational speed of the shaft
in this test rig is about 10,000 rpm and the maximum load-carrying capacity is 10,000 N. A
torque meter allows us to measure the friction torque induced by hydrodynamic forces in
the fluid film. A hydraulic system is used to control both the feeding pressure and feeding
temperature so that they are constant in all tests.

Several experiments were conducted, particularly with a two-lobe journal bearing
with a preload of 0.524, for three bearing configurations: no scratch, one scratch, and two
scratches with varying axial locations. The major parameters of the scratches which were
created at the surface of the journal are the following: 2 mm in width, and scratch depth of
260 µm for the one-scratch bearing and 116 µm for the two-scratch bearing; the locations of
the scratch were at L/2 for the one-scratch bearing, and at L/3 and 2L/3 for the two-scratch
bearing. Details on the bearing geometry, operating conditions, and other information can
be found in [3]. The simulations were performed with an applied load of 6000 N and a
rotational speed of 3500 rpm. Table 1 presents the data used for the simulations.

Table 1. Data for simulations.

Bearing and Lubricant Properties Unit

Journal diameter d 99.908 mm
Bearing diameter D 100.058 mm

Bearing length L 68.4 mm
Angular amplitude of each lobe β 145 deg

Preload ratio a 0.524 mm
Horizontal radial clearance C 143 µm

Vertical radial clearance Cb 68 µm
Radial thickness of bushing Rb 20 mm

Lubricant ISO VG 46
Viscosity at 40 ◦C µ40 0.0416 Pa.s
Viscosity at 60 ◦C µ60 0.0191 Pa.s
Lubricant density ρ 850 kg/m3

Specific heat Cp 2000 J/kg.K
Thermal conductivity K f 0.13 W/m.K

Supply pressure Psup 0.17 MPa
Supply temperature Tsup 43 ◦C

Recirculating coefficient α 60% and 100%

4.2. Validation for Bearing with No Scratch

The first comparison with the experimental data is for a configuration of a non-
scratched bearing under an applied load of 6000 N and a rotational speed of 3500 rpm.

Figure 5a shows the comparison between the simulation and the experimental results
for the pressure profile in the bearing mid-plane. The agreement is very good in terms of
shape and value, with a maximum difference of about 5.4%. The maximum pressures are at
the same location, and the locations of the ruptured film positions are almost the same, as
well. Figure 5b compares the results for the temperature profiles at the film/bush interface,
again in the bearing mid-plane. There are minor discrepancies on a point-to-point basis,
but the trend is in good agreement. The discrepancy is larger in the loaded lobe, with
a maximum value of about 4 K compared to only about 2 K in the unloaded lobe. The
temperatures calculated for the loaded lobe tend to be lower than the measured data. In
contrast to this, in the unloaded lobe very good agreement is observed. There are several
possible explanations for these results. One possibility is that the model does not take into
account the mechanical and thermal deformations, which have a strong influence on the
bearing performance, and the deformations produce more intensive effects on the loaded
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lobe than on the unloaded load [12–14]. Another possible reason arises from the boundary
condition at the outer surface of the lobes. The entire outer surface of the unloaded lobe
has no direct contact with other surfaces, and the thermal boundary in this zone is a heat
convection to the ambient medium. On the other hand, the loaded lobe has direct contact
with the housing support in a portion of the outer surface of this lobe (about 40%, for
an angular coordinate between 150◦ and 210◦); in this region, the outer surface of the
bearing support is one of the components of the hydrostatic bearing employed for applying
the external radial load to the bearing. The heat exchange in this zone should thus be
treated differently, as shown by Kucinschi et al. in [15]. However, it is difficult to model
the heat exchange between the bearing and the supporting system completely, and this is
unfortunately not yet included in our model.
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Figure 5. Simulation versus experiment in the bearing mid-plane for (a) pressure and (b) film/bush interface temperature.

Figure 6 compares the essential global parameters of the bearing: maximum pressure,
maximum temperature in the bearing mid-plane, friction torque measured in the inner
surface of the bush, and axial oil flow rate. The differences are about 5.94% and 2.73% for
the maximum pressure and maximum temperature, respectively. The difference for the
friction torque is about 3.57%, and it is only 0.09% for the oil flow rate. Overall, all the
results obtained by the simulations are in very good agreement with the experimental data.
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Figure 6. Simulation versus experimental data for Pmax, Tmax, friction torque, and axial oil flow rate.

4.3. Validation for a Bearing with One Scratch

The second comparison was performed for a scratched bearing with one scratch
located in the bearing mid-plane. To observe the greatest influence on the bearing perfor-
mance of the thermal effects and high eccentricity due to the presence of the scratch, we
only present here a comparison for the high speed and high load case with a deep scratch.
The operating conditions are 6000 N for the applied load and 3500 rpm for the rotational
speed. The scratch depth and width are 260 µm and 2 mm, respectively. Two simulations
were performed under isothermal and THD regimes to compare with the experimental
data. For the isothermal regime, the average constant temperature was estimated to be
equal to 65 ◦C.

Figure 7a–c present, respectively, the surfaces of the oil film thickness, the pressure,
and the film/bush interface temperature of the bearing. It can be seen in Figure 7a that
there are large gradients in the film thickness in the axial direction in the scratch region. At
the circumferential location of the minimum film thickness, the film thickness is about 31
µm, while it is obviously about ten times higher, about 291 µm, in the scratch zone. It is
therefore possible to observe a substantial drop in the pressure in this region. As expected,
the pressure in the scratch region drops significantly and the pressure profile is strongly
modified (Figure 7b). The pressure drops lead to a modification in the temperature profile
that is less significant than the modification in the pressure profile—it decreases slightly in
the scratch zone (Figure 7c).
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Figure 7. Three-dimensional profiles for a one-scratch journal bearing of (a) film thickness,
(b) pressure, and (c) film/bush interface temperature (6000 N; 3500 rpm).

Figure 8 shows the results obtained in the bearing mid-plane. Figure 8a compares
the pressure profiles and the experimental data. It can be seen that the THD model
predicts the pressures, in terms of both the value and the profile, quite accurately. It
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also results in greater accuracy than the global isothermal model, as expected. For the
temperature comparison shown in Figure 8b, the THD solution and the experimental
data are in good agreement in terms of the tendency. However, on a point-to-point basis,
minor discrepancies are observed. The discrepancy is larger in the loaded lobe than in the
unloaded lobe, as the maximum temperature difference in the loaded lobe is about 5 K
while in the unloaded lobe it is only 2 K. This tendency seems to be consistent, as it was
also obtained for the non-scratch bearing.
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Figure 8. Simulations versus experiment in the bearing mid-plane of a one-scratch journal bearing (a) pressure and
(b) film/bush interface temperature.

Table 2 shows a comparison between the calculated values and the experimental
data for several global bearing performance parameters. It can be seen that in the bearing
mid-plane, the difference between the maximum pressures is very good, at only 3.34%,
while it is higher for the maximum oil temperatures, at 7.62%. For the friction torque
measured on the inner surface of the bush and the volume flow rate, the differences are
higher, at 11.44% and 13.62%, respectively.

Table 2. Comparison of global parameters for the one-scratch bearing (6000 N; 3500 rpm).

Parameters Experiment Simulation Percentage
Difference

Maximum pressure
(MPa) 1.14 1.10 3.34%

Maximum oil
temperature (◦C) 72.16 66.86 7.62%

Friction torque (N.m) 3.71 4.16 11.44%
Flow rate (l/min) 3.97 4.55 13.62%

4.4. Validation for a Bearing with Two Scratches

The third comparison with the experimental data was performed for a scratched
bearing with two scratches located in the axial positions L/3 and 2L/3. The operating
conditions were the same as in the previous paragraph: 6000 N for applied load and
3500 rpm for rotational speed.
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It was observed in the previous section that the scratch significantly modifies the
pressure profile as well as the temperature field. The presence of scratches could therefore
induce a substantial loss in the load capacity of the bearing. For this reason, and for a given
operating condition of the bearing, it is helpful to find a rough estimate of the maximum
value of the scratch depth for which the bearing can create sufficient hydrodynamic
pressure, using Reynolds’ solution, to support the applied load and rotational speed. It
is observed in our simulations that, under a certain operating condition of the bearing,
the THD model cannot converge to a final solution if the scratch depth is greater than a
limiting value. Therefore, to obtain a good estimation of the limit of the scratch depth
that can be simulated under the THD regime, we performed simulations under isothermal
regimes for global temperatures of 45 ◦C and 65 ◦C before simulating the bearing under
the THD regime. These isothermal simulations do not usually take much computing time
to converge, when compared to the THD simulations. The results obtained are presented
in Figure 9a,b for the cases of a global temperature of 45 ◦C and 65 ◦C, respectively. It can
again be seen that scratches induce strong effects on bearing performance. Increasing the
scratch depth increases the eccentricity and decreases the minimum film thickness, because
the pressure drops in the scratch zone. Therefore, in order to support the same applied load,
the bearing must operate under a higher eccentricity, corresponding to a lower minimum
film thickness. Thermal effects also play an important role in the performance of the
scratched bearing. In the model with a low global temperature of 45 ◦C, and with scratch
depths of up to 341 µm, the model can converge to a solution. However, in the case of a
higher global temperature of 65 ◦C, the model could not converge to a solution with scratch
depths greater than 181 µm, because the minimum film thickness converged to zero. This
could be explained by the fact that, when the scratch depth reaches the critical values (e.g.,
341 and 181 µm), transition to turbulence of the flow can occur in the scratch region because
the Reynolds number can reach a critical value. Therefore, it invalidates the generalized
Reynolds equation in this zone, leading the model to fail to converge to a final solution.
The Reynolds number for the bearing is directly proportional to the film thickness and
inversely proportional to the fluid viscosity. Therefore, with the higher global temperature
(lower fluid viscosity), the lower admissible scratch depth (lower film thickness) obtained
seems reasonable.

These limit values of scratch depths are different depending on the operation con-
ditions for the bearing (i.e., load and speed) and also on the thermal conditions. With
the THD model, this value can even be lower because the calculated temperature may be
higher, corresponding to higher thermal effects. This analysis is helpful since it gives initial
estimates for the maximum admissible scratch depth and bearing position (eccentricity
and attitude angle) for each scratch depth, which are useful inputs for THD simulations.

To visualize the modification of the pressure profiles under the effects of different
scratch depths, simulation results obtained from the isothermal model with a global
temperature of 65 ◦C were plotted in Figure 10. The pressure in the circumferential
direction in the bearing mid-plane is shown Figure 10a, while the pressure in the axial
direction at the maximum pressure section is shown in Figure 10b. As can be seen in these
figures, the pressure profiles are modified more significantly in the axial direction than in
the circumferential direction. The pressure gradients in the circumferential direction are
barely changed, while they are modified significantly in the axial direction because of the
presence of the scratches in this direction. Recalling Figure 9, it is interesting to observe
that the maximum pressure decreases with an increase in the scratch depth until a certain
value, above which it starts to increase. The dominant pressure modification in the axial
direction is the reason for this. However, it should be noted that pressure profiles can be
different for other configurations with different numbers of scratches, scratch locations,
and also operating conditions.
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Figure 9. Effect of scratch depth on global bearing parameters under global isothermal regimes: (a) global temperature of
45 ◦C, (b) global temperature of 65 ◦C.
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Figure 10. Pressure profiles for several scratch depths (a) in circumferential direction in bearing mid-plane and (b) in axial
direction at the maximum pressure section.

To test the validity of the THD model when applied to two-scratch journal bearings, the
third comparison with experimental data was performed. The same operating conditions
were applied again. The scratch depth and width are 116 µm and 2 mm, respectively.
The value of the scratch depth chosen is the highest experimental value available for the
selected operating conditions.

Figure 11 presents the three-dimensional profiles of the oil film thickness (Figure 11a),
pressure (Figure 11b), and temperature (Figure 11c) of the bearing. The same tendencies as
for the one-scratch bearing can be observed, with the pressure and temperature dropping
in the scratch zones and increasing in the remaining zones. Figure 12a compares the
pressure profiles between the global isothermal simulation, the THD simulation, and
the experimental data. It can be seen that the THD model predicts the pressures quite
accurately in terms of both the value and the trend. As expected, it also results in a more
accurate solution than the global isothermal solution. For the temperature comparison
shown in Figure 12b, the THD solution and the experimental data are in good agreement
in terms of the tendency. However, again, on a point-to-point basis, some discrepancies are
observed. The discrepancy is larger for the highly loaded lobe than for the unloaded lobe,
as the maximum temperature difference in the loaded lobe is about 7 K while that in the
unloaded lobe is only 2 K. This tendency seems to be consistent with what was obtained
for the non-scratch and one-scratch bearings. It could be the result of the limitations of
the present model, which does not take into account the deformations and specific heat
exchange conditions related to the test rig used for the experiments.
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Figure 11. Three-dimensional profiles for a two-scratch journal bearing (a) film thickness, (b) pressure,
and (c) temperature.
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Figure 12. Simulations versus experiment in the bearing mid-plane of a two-scratch journal bearing (a) pressure and
(b) temperature.

Table 3 shows a comparison between the calculated and the experimental data for
several global bearing performance parameters. It can be seen that in the bearing mid-
plane, the difference between the maximum pressures is very good, at only 4.02%, while
the difference is higher for the maximum oil temperatures, at 9.78%. For the friction torque
measured on the inner surface of the bush and the volume flow rate, the differences are
higher, at 5.39% and 10.58%, respectively.

Table 3. Comparison of global parameters for the two-scratch bearing.

Parameters Experiment Simulation Percentage
Difference

Maximum pressure
(MPa) 2.36 2.45 4.02%

Maximum oil
temperature (◦C) 67.92 74.90 9.78%

Friction torque (N.m) 3.91 3.70 5.39%

Flow rate (l/min) 4.10 4.56 10.58%

5. Conclusions

To sum up, this study presents a numerical THD model that is able to simulate journal
bearing behavior in the presence or absence of one or more scratches. The model was
validated by comparing it with the scientific literature and also with experimental data.
The model shows good agreement in pressure distribution and satisfactory agreement in
temperature distribution and the global bearing performance parameters.

The initial numerical results confirm that presence of scratches induces a strong
modification in the pressure profile in both shape and value, which is also observed in
the experiments. It also changes the temperature profile, but to a less significant degree.
Broader studies with different bearing conditions and scratch configurations will need to
be performed to obtain a full understanding of the effects of scratches on the performance
of scratched journal bearings. This type of analysis, and the associated simulations, for real
applications will be very useful for bearing users in order to avoid any serious damage in
turbomachinery and to determine the limits of operation of bearings with multiple scratches.
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Furthermore, more accurate studies that take deformations and the heat exchange between
the bush and bearing supporting system into account will need to be undertaken.
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Nomenclature

L Bearing length m
h Film thickness m
p Pressure MPa
ρ Lubricant density kg/m3

U Shaft speed rpm
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
rb, θb, z Cylindrical coordinates
xin Inlet circumferential coordinate
xout Outlet circumferential coordinate
µ Dynamic viscosity Pa.s
Cp Lubricant specific heat J/kg.K
u, v, w Velocity components rpm
T Lubricant temperature ◦C
Tb Lobe temperature ◦C
rb,inner Inner radius of the bush m
rb,outer Outer radius of the bush m
Psup Supply pressure MPa
Pamb Ambient pressure MPa
Tin Inlet temperature ◦C
Tout Outlet temperature ◦C
Tsup Supply temperature ◦C
Qsup Supply flow rate m3/s
Qin Flow rate at the inlet m3/s
Qout Flow rate at the outlet m3/s
K f Thermal conductivity of the lubricant W/m.K
Kb Thermal conductivity of the bush W/m.K
Hbext Convection heat transfer coefficient of the bush outer surface W/m2.K
Hbgroove Heat exchange coefficient of the groove wall W/m2.K
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